
Hero  1 a: a mythological or legendary f gure often of  divine descent endowed with great strength or ability.

what 



ome heroes wear uniforms, some wear suits, some 

wear the same clothes we do.  You never know 

when you might be in the presence of  one.  What 

you do know is that they give all they have so that we 

might live our lives in peace.  

Celebrity does not make a hero.  

Throwing, hitting, catching or dribbling a ball does not 

make a hero.  

Running into a burning building when everyone else is 

fghting to get out, makes a hero.

Saying good-bye to loved ones to travel to the other 

side of  the world and give up all the commonly taken-for-

granted comforts makes a hero.  

Knowing you’re about to go through a door and be 

confronted by something evil, and doing it anyway, makes 

a hero.  

Living your life in such a way; with such honor and 

integrity; that a small boy 

or girl believes the sun rises 

and sets because you allow 

it, makes a hero.

Hero  1 a: a mythological or legendary f gure often of  divine descent endowed with great strength or ability.

what is
ahero

For those of  you to whom we refer to as hero… 

Air Force, Army, Coast Guard, Marines, National 

Guard, Navy, Reserves, Law Enforcement Offcers, 

Firefghters, Wildland Firefghters, EMT and 

Paramedics…thank you.  We appreciate you, who 

you are and what you do.



B02 SmallFly
The SmallFly integrates traditional butterfly knife elements with 
innovative Spyderco features, effectively Spyderizing a butterfly knife.  
17-4 stainless MIM (metal injection molded) handles are elongated, 
modifying the Fly’s center of balance over traditional butterfly 
knives.  This added handle length generates more momentum and 
equilibrium when swinging and manipulating.  Wire pocket clip and 
spring-loaded locking latch attach to either handle for left/right carry.  
154CM stainless blade is centerline ground equally dispersing blade 
weight for complimentary balance and symmetry.

 4-way positioned tip-up clip
 Screw together construction
 Spring loaded latch locks blade closed
 Flat saber- grind with non-sharpened swedge  
 Weight reducing swedge-grind at the spine
 Made in Golden, Colorado U.S.A. Earth

B02G  SmallFly G-10 
Corresponding features as the MIM SmallFly but with G-10 
laminate handle scales. 154CM blade grind marches down the 
center of the blade with a false-edge spine swedge.      

 4-way positioned tip-up clip
 Screw together construction
 Spring loaded latch locks blade closed
 Flat saber- grind with non-sharpened swedge  
 Weight reducing swedge-grind at the spine
 Made in Golden, Colorado U.S.A. Earth

B02 
Closed 4-9/16” 116mm
Open 7-7/32” 183mm
Blade 3” 76mm
Edge  2-1/2” 64mm
Steel 154 CM 
Weight 4.1oz  117g
Edge Type P

B02G
Closed  4-9/16” 116mm
Open  7-7/32” 183mm
Blade  3” 76mm
Edge  2-1/2” 64mm
Steel  154 CM 
Weight  3.1oz 90g
Edge Type  P



B02TR SmallFly 
G-10 Trainer
Equal in weight, size and balance as a live SmallFly G-10, designed 
for training and practice. Red G-10 handle denotes it a trainer with no 
live cutting edge.  
   

 4-way positioned tip-up clip
 Screw together construction
 Spring loaded latch locks blade closed
 Made in Golden, Colorado U.S.A. Earth

B03 SzaboFly
It would be difficult to label Laci Szabo.  Call him a knifemaker, 
martial artist, adventurer, film star, businessman and more.  Let’s 
just credit him as the creator of the SzaboFly.  Szabo-stylized butterfly 

has apparent Spyderco’s influence in the handle’s round 
holes enabling retention and control over the knife while 
rotating and swinging.  Szabo’s personal style is reflected 
in the curved handle and blade which curl into each other 
when the knife is closed.  The Szabo trademark sickle/
scythe shape applies cutting performance in both forward 
and backward cuts.  PlainEdged 154CM blade.  

  Dual-position wire pocket clip fastens to either handle-section
 Screw together construction
 Spring loaded latch locks blade closed
 Hollow-ground blade sharpened on one side only 
 Chamfered pinch-free handle
 Made in Golden, Colorado U.S.A. Earth

B02GTR
Closed 4-9/16” 116mm
Open 7-1/16” 179mm
Blade 2-7/8” 73mm
Edge N/A 
Steel 440C 
Weight 3.1oz  90g 
Edge Types N/A

B03
Closed 6” 152mm
Open 9-7/8” 251mm
Blade 4-3/16” 106mm
Edge 3-3/8” 86mm
Steel 154 CM
Weight 5.6oz 158g 
Edge Type P



C121 Embassy 
Spyderco’s ambassador of automatic folders.  Slim profile 
unobtrusively carries with ease.  Machined finger choil and refined 

ergonomics maximize control and broad-spectrum usability.  Auto 
blade snaps satisfyingly open, locked, loaded and ready for action.     

 Right-hand automatic blade-opening deployment
  Clear hard anodized and machined aluminum handle with 
G-10 scale inlays for enhanced grip

  3-way black steel clip carries: Right hand tip-up/tip down: Left 
hand tip-down

 Machined finger choil
  Back-up safety switch positioned adjacent to automatic  
open button

 Screw together construction
 Trademark Spyderco Round Hole 

 Flat saber-ground CPM® S30V blade steel
 Spine jimping
 Spine swedge-grind reduces weight
 Made in Golden, Colorado U.S.A. Earth

C121
Closed 4-9/32” 109mm
Open 7-3/8” 187mm
Blade 3-1/8” 79mm
Edge 3-1/8” 79mm
Steel CPM® S30V
Weight 3.7oz 105g
Edge Type P, S

C117 

Closed 4-15/16” 125mm 
Open 8-1/2” 216mm 
Blade 3-5/8”  92mm 
Edge 3-1/2”  89mm
Steel CPM® S30V
Weight 5.1oz 145g
Edge Type P



C117 Citadel 92mm
When we set out to manufacture automatic knives we embraced the 
task in typical Spyderco fashion- with single-minded focus on quality 
in design, workmanship and manufacture.  Blade is available in 
natural-color satin finish or with a black carbon nitride coated blade.

 Right-hand automatic blade-opening deployment
  Hard anodized, machined aluminum handle with Bi-
Directional Texturing™ 

  Black steel clip positions folder left/right hand tip-down (three 
screw attachment) 

  Back-up safety switch positioned adjacent to automatic-open 
button

 Screw together construction

 Trademark Spyderco Round Hole 

 Flat saber-ground CPM S30V 
 Spine jimping
 Swedge grind reduces weight
 Lanyard hole
 Made in U.S.A.

C119 Citadel 83mm
Smaller version of the C117 92mm Citadel.  Blade is available  
in natural-color satin finish or with a black carbon nitride  
coated blade.

C119
Closed 4-9/16” 116mm 
Open 7-3/4”  197mm
Blade 3-1/4”  83mm 
Edge 3-5/32” 80mm 
Steel CPM® S30V 
Weight 4.8oz  137mm
Edge Type P



RESCTRICTED KNIVES SECTION
This catalog features Federally Restricted Items.  To purchase you are required to complete and physically sign an Acknowledgment & Representations 

Form (see sample on this page) This for is downloadable at www.spyderco.com or may be obtained from your Spyderco sales representative.  There will be 
absolutely NO SALES of restricted knives without this completed form and other required paperwork.

IMPORTANT LEGAL NOTICE

15 United States Code Section 1241, et. seq. -  The Federal 
Switchblade Act states:  

§ 1241.  Definitions
As used in this Act—
 (a) The term “interstate commerce” means commerce between any 
State, Territory, possession of the United States, or the District of 
Columbia, and any place outside thereof.
 (b) The term “switchblade knife” means any knife having a blade 
which opens automatically—
   (1) by hand pressure applied to a button or other device in the handle 
of the knife, or
   (2) by operation of inertia, gravity, or both.

§ 1242.  Introduction, manufacture for introduction, transportation or 
distribution in interstate commerce; penalty 
Whoever knowingly introduces, or manufactures for introduction, 
into interstate commerce, or transports or distributes in interstate 
commerce, any switchblade knife, shall be fined not more than $ 2,000 
or imprisoned not more than five years, or both.

§ 1243.  Manufacture, sale, or possession within specific jurisdictions; 
penalty
Whoever, within any Territory or possession of the United States, 
within Indian country (as defined in section 1151 of title 18 of the 
United States Code), or within the special maritime and territorial 
jurisdiction of the United States (as defined in section 7 of title 18 
of the United States Code), manufactures, sells, or possesses any 
switchblade knife, shall be fined not more than $2,000 or imprisoned 
not more than five years, or both.

§ 1244.  Exceptions
Sections [1242 and 1243] of this Act shall not apply to—
(1)  any common carrier or contract carrier, with respect to any 

switchblade knife shipped, transported, or delivered for shipment in 
interstate commerce in the ordinary course of business;

(2)  the manufacture, sale, transportation, distribution, possession, 
or introduction into interstate commerce, of switchblade knives 
pursuant to contract with the Armed Forces;

(3)  the Armed Forces or any member or employee thereof acting in the 
performance of his duty; or

(4)  the possession, and transportation upon his person, of any 
switchblade knife with a blade three inches or less in length by any 
individual who has only one arm.

18 United States Code, Section 1716 relevantly states:
(g) All knives having a blade which opens automatically (1) by hand 
pressure applied to a button or other device in the handle of the 
knife, or (2) by operation of inertia, gravity, or both, are nonmailable 
and shall not be deposited in or carried by the mails or delivered by 
any officer or employee of the Postal Service.  Such knives may be 
conveyed in the mails, under such regulations, as the Postal Service 
shall prescribe--
(1)  to civilian or Armed Forces supply or procurement officers and 

employees of the Federal Government ordering, procuring, or 
purchasing such knives in connection with the activities of the 
Federal Government;

(2)  to supply or procurement officers of the National Guard, the 
Air National Guard, or militia of a State ordering, procuring, or 
purchasing such knives in connection with the activities of such 
organizations;

(3)  to supply or procurement officers or employees of any State, or any 
political subdivision of a State or Territory, ordering, procuring, or 
purchasing such knives in connection with the activities of such 
government; and

(4)  to manufacturers of such knives or bona fide dealers therein in 
connection with any shipment made pursuant to an order from any 
person designated in paragraphs (1), (2), and (3).

SAMPLE
DOWNLOAD DOCUMENT 

AT WWW.SPYDERCO.COM

 

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT AND REPRESENTATIONS

Dated this __________ day of _________________________________, 20_______.

QUALIFIED AGENCY/ ENTITY / COMPANY NAME __________________________________________________________

NAME ____________________________________________________________________________________________

I.D. #(If Applicable) __________________________________________________________________________________

ADDRESS _________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

CITY_________________________________________________________________STATE__________ZIP ___________

PHONE #__________________________________________________FAX # ___________________________________

EMAIL ADDRESS___________________________________________WEBSITE _________________________________

KNIFE DEALERS/DISTRIBUTORS:
As a knife dealer, you have come to learn that Spyderco, Inc. offers a line of knives, which include an automatic blade-
opening feature.  These automatic knives can only legally be sold, if at all, subject to the laws of individual states and 
territories of the United States and may only be shipped in interstate commerce to bona fide dealers who shall resell 
the knives pursuant to 18 U.S.C. Section 1716(g)(2)(1-4) and 15 U.S.C. Section 1244(2-4).  Thus, should you be a bona fide 
dealer and be interested in purchasing Spyderco automatic knives for resale, you must complete and return this form to 
Spyderco.

By completing this Form, I hereby attest that I am a “bona fide” dealer as described in 18 U.S.C. Section 1716(g)(2)(1-4) and 
as such represent and state that sales of Spyderco automatic knives will not be made to the general public, but will only be 
made to those individuals and entities described in 18 U.S.C. Section 1716(g)(2)(1-4) and 15 U.S.C. Section 1244(2-4) and as 
allowed under the laws of the state in which I shall sell such knives.  I further hereby attest that I am authorized and legally 
able to purchase, have shipped to me, and possess an automatic knife according to the above federal regulations and any 
applicable state laws and I am in compliance with all local, state, and federal laws, statutes, and regulations related to 
the purchase, shipping and possession of automatic knives. I accept all legal responsibility and liability associated with 
the purchase and/or possession of an automatic knife and will indemnify and hold Spyderco, Inc. harmless for any civil or 
criminal liability I and/or Spyderco, Inc. may incur as a result of the purchase and/or possession of this/these automatic 
knive(s).  I will not intentionally solicit the purchase of any Spyderco knifes that include an automatic blade-opening feature 
to any consumer who is not part of a legal market or advertise such knives in a consumer publication that is not at least in 
part intended to reach a legal market, as determined by Spyderco, Inc. Further, I have read this Form in its entirety, qualify 
under its terms, and agree to all its contents.

MILITARY/LEO/GOVERNMENT:
By completing this Form, I hereby attest that I am authorized and legally able to purchase, have shipped to me, and 
possess an automatic knife according to 18 U.S.C. Section 1716(g)(2)(1-4), 15 U.S.C. Section 1244(2-4) and any applicable 
state laws and I am in compliance with all local, state, and federal laws, statutes, and regulations related to the purchase, 
shipping and possession of automatic knives. I accept all legal responsibility and liability associated with the purchase and/
or possession of an automatic knife and will indemnify and hold Spyderco, Inc. harmless for any civil or criminal liability I 
and/or Spyderco, Inc. may incur as a result of the purchase and/or possession of this/these automatic knive(s).  Further, I 
have read this Form in its entirety, qualify under its terms, and agree to all its contents.

CERTIFICATION 
I hereby certify that I have reviewed the statutory language on the reverse side of this form, and that I am authorized 
under those statutes, and any state or local laws to purchase/possess automatic knives.  I further hereby certify that the 
information I have supplied on this form is true and correct, and that I have not attempted to falsify or conceal any pertinent 
information. By signing this Form, I agree to indemnify  Spyderco for any criminal and/or civil liability incurred as a result 
of my falsifying or concealing any pertinent information, including but not limited to indemnification for any court costs, 
attorneys’ fees and/or damages.   

Purchaser’s Signature_______________________________________________________ Date _____________________  
PRINTED NAME___________________________________________

18 U.S.C. Section 1716 relevantly states:
(g) All knives having a blade which opens automatically (1) by hand pressure applied to a button or other device in the 
handle of the knife, or (2) by operation of inertia, gravity, or both, are nonmailable and shall not be deposited in or carried 
by the mails or delivered by any officer or employee of the Postal Service.  Such knives may be conveyed in the mails, under 
such regulations, as the Postal Service shall prescribe--
 (1) to civilian or Armed Forces supply or procurement officers and employees of the Federal Government ordering, 
procuring, or purchasing such knives in connection with the activities of the Federal Government;
 (2) to supply or procurement officers of the National Guard, the Air National Guard, or militia of a State ordering, procuring, 
or purchasing such knives in connection with the activities of such organizations;
 (3) to supply or procurement officers or employees of any State, or any political subdivision of a State or Territory, ordering, 
procuring, or purchasing such knives in connection with the activities of such government; and
 (4) to manufacturers of such knives or bona fide dealers therein in connection with any shipment made pursuant to an order 
from any person designated in paragraphs (1), (2), and (3).

15 U.S.C. Section 1244 states:
Sections 2 and 3 of this Act [15 USCS Sections 1242 and 1243] shall not apply to--
 (1) any common carrier or contract carrier, with respect to any switchblade knife shipped, transported, or delivered for 
shipment in interstate commerce in the ordinary course of business; 
 (2) the manufacture, sale, transportation, distribution, possession, or introduction into interstate commerce, of switchblade 
knives pursuant to contract with the Armed Forces;
_____________ (3) the Armed Forces or any member or employee thereof acting in the performance of his duty; or
 (4) the possession, and transportation upon his person, of any switchblade knife with a blade three inches or less in length 
by any individual who has only one arm.

Automatic knives can only legally be purchased, owned and/or possessed, if at all, subject to the laws of your state and of the United States.  Purchasing 
and/or possessing an automatic knife may subject you to criminal liability.  To legally purchase and/or possess an automatic knife, you must fall into one of 
the categories of purchasers/possessors outlined in the statutory language of 18 U.S.C. Section 1716(g)(2)(1-4) and 15 U.S.C. Section 1244(2-4) below.  You 

must also be in compliance with any local and state laws, statutes, and regulations related to the purchase and possession of automatic knives.
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